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Elite Black and Platinum Black Plan 
Frequently Asked Questions 

 
The following is a list of common questions Social Marketers have about this exciting tier of 
Titles.  For specific details, you can also refer to the ‘Elite Black and Platinum Black Plan’ 
document located in your Shifting Retail backoffice.  Any items in this FAQ or in the Elite Black 
and Platinum Black Plan document is subject to change. 
 
How do I earn shares? 
You earn shares each month you hit a paid title of these new Titles.  You don’t earn shares in a 
month when you don’t hit a Title, but your accumulated shares won’t be zeroed out. 
 
For example, if Marcy hits Platinum Black 1 in January, she gets two shares, if she hits Platinum 
Black 2 in February, she gets three shares and if they hits Platinum 3 in March, she gets zero 
shares that month – this brings her accumulated total in the quarterly pool to five shares. 
 
How do the activity (soft) requirements work? 
To achieve and maintain your title status each year, you must meet the specific requirements 
for either Elite Black and Platinum Black. 
 
For Elite Black, this includes attending two corporate sponsored events, qualifying and 
attending the Escape for your region and being in good standing with Modere.  If you fall out of 
qualification, you will be ineligible to participate in the pools until the next point in time you 
meet the qualifications again.   Note that your local market Escape trip does qualify as a 
corporate sponsored event.    New SMs to Modere get a year of exemption from their join date 
if they achieve Elite Black 1 or higher within their first year.  A year from their join date, if they 
have not met the soft requirements, they will not be eligible for Elite Black benefits or payouts.  
In order to be eligible for participation in the Elite Bonus pool you will need to sign the 
addendum that denotes you are not a part of another Direct Selling or Multi-Level Marketing 
company.   
 
For Platinum Black, the activity requirements only require that you achieve Platinum 3 three 
times during your time with Modere.  This will help you rank advance into the Platinum Black 
titles.  You must also be in good standing with Modere as stated in the Terms and Conditions 
and Policies and Procedures.   
 
Do I need to requalify for the activity (soft) requirements? 
To maintain your title status each year as an Elite Black, you must meet the specific 
requirements including attending two corporate sponsored events, qualifying and attending 
the Escape for your region and being in good standing with Modere.  If you fall out of 
qualification, you will be ineligible to participate in the pools until the next point in time you 
meet the qualifications again.   Note that your local market Escape trip does qualify as a 
corporate sponsored event.     
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To maintain your title status each year, there are no additional soft requirements to be 
maintained yearly. 
 
I achieved Platinum Black 1 in June of 2020. When will I be recognized? 
Congratulations on your achievement!  Onstage recognition only happens at the SRC for your 
region, in this case SRC 2021.   
 
All other benefits including shopping credits and participation in the Global Customer Bonus is 
immediate.  You will be eligible to participate in the payouts as of June 2020 Bonus Month 
available to your title once you hit the first achievement and if you maintain the paid title.  For 
examples on earning shares, please refer to the first question above.  You can also refer to the 
‘Elite Black and Platinum Black Plan’ document available in your Shifting Retail backoffice for an 
explanation of shares. 
 
I have personally enrolled a new Platinum 3. Do I get extra shares? 
Yes, every time you personally enroll a new Platinum 3 you are eligible to earn extra shares if 
you are a Platinum Black 1.  Please note that the Social Marketer must be paid title Platinum 3 
each time you earn shares in order to get extra shares in the pool.  This is capped at 3 each 
month you achieved a paid title of Platinum Black 1 or higher. 
   
What is the actual amount in the pool? 
As a privately held company, Modere is not able to disclose this information.  For the Customer 
Global Pool we allocate 0.25% of global customer sales commissionable points that will be 
divided amongst the participants and shares that are generated.  For the Elite Bonus, we 
allocate up to 1% of global commissionable points that will be divided amongst the participants 
and shares that are generated.  
 
Please note that the money placed into the pool is derived from global Points converted to 
USD.   This is then converted back to the qualifiers’ home market currency at the average 
exchange rate for that quarter period used in our regular commission process. 
 
What are the quarterly targets? 
These are optional targets that Modere can provide to the existing Platinum Blacks and Elite 
Blacks so that they can qualify for additional shares.  These will be activated at a future point in 
time and may not exist in every quarter. 
 
Can you explain the payout capping rules? 
Social Marketers cannot earn more than 50% of their quarterly payouts on customer bonuses 
(Customer POD Bonus/Sharing Bonus etc) if they are a Platinum Black and no more than 25% of 
their quarterly payouts on all their earnings if they are an Elite Black.  This information will be 
broken down in quarterly payouts with a new statement generated when payouts occur.  
Please refer to the Elite Black and Platinum Black Plan for specific details. 
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What is the Black Retreat and what are the qualifications to attend? 
The Black Retreat is a global experience that rewards those who have achieved the title of Elite 
Black.  To qualify, you must achieve the paid title for the number of months shown below 
during the qualification period.   
 
Elite Black Qualification Method and Reward: 

Title Paid Title Achievement Reward 
Elite Black 1 10 of 12 months Black Retreat 
Elite Black 2 8 of 12 months Black Retreat 
Elite Black 3 6 of 12 months Black Retreat 

 
The Black Retreat is held each year and the destination is revealed by the corporate Global 
Sales team.  Qualifiers will be allowed to bring one (1) adult if the account is not a joint co-
applicant account.  Please note that due to the nature of the schedule, meetings and 
excursions, only adults are requested to attend this event.   
 
The incentive trip includes airfare for 2, meals, accommodations, roundtrip transfers and 
premium economy airfare.   
 
What is the Platinum Black Retreat and what are the qualifications to attend? 
The Black Retreat is a global experience that rewards those who have achieved the title of 
Platinum Black.  As a part of providing a unique experience to our top Promotors at Modere, 
this new incentive trip was created to help further advance your brand and grow your 
leadership style with likeminded individuals.   To qualify, you must achieve the paid title for the 
number of months shown below during the qualification period.   
 
Platinum Black Qualification Method and Reward: 

TITLE FIRST TIME ACHIEVER SM REQUALFYING SM 
Platinum Black 1 PB1 x 2 PB1 x 8 
Platinum Black 2 PB2 x 2 PB2 x 8 
Platinum Black 3 PB3 x 2 PB3 x 8 

 
The Platinum Black Retreat is held each year and the destination is revealed by the corporate 
Global Sales team.  Qualifiers will get an opportunity to engage with corporate and other like-
minded leaders in an exclusive incentive trip.  Please note that due to the nature of the 
schedule, meetings and excursions, only adults are requested to attend this event.   
 
The incentive trip for qualifiers includes meals, accommodations, and roundtrip transfers for 1 
– transportation to the event is at the SMs cost.  SMs can qualify for airfare (up to a specified 
value that changes yearly) by achieving the title for your qualification an additional 2 times at 
that Paid Title.  For example, a Platinum Black 1 who achieved the Paid Tile of Platinum Black 1 
4 times will be eligible to attend the trip and get the airfare stipend.  In the cases where an SM 
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account has two designated individuals, the co-applicant will be allowed to attend the retreat 
only if they are deemed as an engaged individual and participating in the Modere business 
opportunity. 
 
Requalifiers are designated as SMs who have earned a luxury gift prior to June 30, 2021 will be 
considered as such for the purposes of the Title Award.  For example, Lucy earned a luxury item 
for Platinum Black 2 at SRC 2021.  She can earn the Platinum Black Retreat by requalifying again 
at Platinum Black 2 using the PB2x8 method or title advance to Platinum Black 3 and hit that 
Paid Title 2 times to earn the award.     
 
Each SM has the ability to achieve the Platinum Black Retreat only once using the first-time 
achiever method and can attend infinite times using the requalification method.   
 
Why did Modere sunset the luxury gift component of the program? 
Modere is always updating the recognition elements of our plans.  In an effort to ensure that 
Modere is positioned for success globally, the luxury gifts were switched to an incentive trip for 
Platinum Blacks that helps them build their business successfully on a global scale.  For Elite 
Blacks, the program has been sunset altogether.  A recognition element is still a part of these 
titles including a personalized macron/brick award.     
 
Do I earn more money in my region’s compensation plan? 
No, these new titles do not bring new percentages or payout values in your local market’s 
compensation plan bonuses such as Team Builder Bonus, Customer Pod Bonus, Sharing 
Bonus/Monthly Selling Rewards, etc.  If you achieve a title of Platinum Black 1 and higher or 
Elite Black 1 and higher, you will earn the equivalent of Platinum 3 or Elite 3 payouts already 
designated in your plan.   
 
You do get to participate in the Global Customer Bonus pool if you are a Paid Title of Platinum 
Black 1 or higher and/or the Elite Black Bonus if you are a Paid Title of Elite Black 1 or higher. 
 
Will I get more points/credits for qualifications in my local Escape? 
Additional points are at the discretion of the local market.  Social Marketers who achieve these 
titles will earn the points/credits equivalent to Platinum 3 or Elite 3 payouts already designated 
in your local Escape qualifications in the case that there are no additional points/credits 
awarded for Platinum Black 1 or higher or Elite Black 1 or higher. 
 
How will I get paid for the new pools I am eligible for? 
Social Marketers who qualify and earn a payout will be paid via a special bonus run that occurs 
on the 20th after a quarter closes.  For exact dates, please refer to the ‘Elite Black and Platinum 
Black Plan’ document available in your Shifting Retail back office. 
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I am eligible for Elite Black, why do I have to sign an addendum? 
The addendum is required to update the agreement between Modere and you the Social 
Marketer.  The addendum highlights important perks and benefits for these titles.  If you 
decline to sign the agreement, you will continue to be recognized at Elite 3 in your region.   
 
 
The ‘Elite Black and Platinum Black Plan’ document can be found here. 


